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Fiction
The Caretaker. A.X. Ahmad
Best Kept Secret. Jeffrey Archer
The Crown. Nancy Bilyeau
The House of Special Purpose. John Boyne
Cinnamon and Gunpowder. Eli Brown
He’s Gone. Deb Caletti
Shadows and Strongholds. Elizabeth Chadwick
Southern Cross the Dog. Bill Cheng
The Smart One. Jennifer Close
Manuscript Found in Accra. Paulo Coelho
Time to Kill. Jack Coughlin
Questions of Travel. Michelle de Kretser
The Barbed Crown. William Dietrich
The Mapmaker’s War. Ronlyn Domingue
A Step of Faith. Richard Paul Evans
The Old Turk’s Load. Gregory Gibson
Flora. Gail Godwin
Someday, Someday, Maybe. Lauren Graham
No Way Back. Andrew Gross
And then I Found You. Patti Callahan Henry
And the Mountains Echoed. Khaled Hosseini
Equilateral. Ken Kalfus
Wedding Night. Sophie Kinsella
Orphan Train. Christina Baker Kline
The Babylon Rite. Tom Knox
The Secret Book of Sacred Things. Torsten Krol
Edward Adrift. Craig Lancaster
A Delicate Truth. John le Carre
Is this Tomorrow. Caroline Leavitt
The Ice Bridge. D.R. MacDonald
A Constellation of Vital Phenomena. Anthony Marra
Red Sparrow. Jason Matthews

Mystery
A Conspiracy of Faith. Jussi Adler-Olsen
Aunt Dimity and the Lost Prince. Nancy Atherton
Murder below Montparnasse. Cara Black
The Wings of the Sphinx. Andrea Camilleri
The Last Girl. Jane Casey
Onion Street. Reed Farrel Coleman
The Woman who Wouldn’t Die. Colin Cotterill
The Alpine Xanadu. Mary Daheim
Semper Fidelis. Ruth Downie
The Dead Caller from Chicago. Jack Fredrickson
The Cuckoo’s Calling. Robert Galbraith
Free Fall. Chris Grabenstein
A Dying Fall. Elly Griffiths
Josh Whoever. Michael Guillebeau
Brenner and God. Wolf Haas
A Serpent’s Tooth. Craig Johnson
The Mystery of Mercy Close. Marian Keyes
The Ophelia Cut. John Lescroart
The Other Child. Charlotte Link
Shatter the Bones. Stuart MacBride
Sign of the Cross. Thomas Mogford
Summon up the Blood. R.N. Morris
Little Green. Walter Mosley
Foal Play. Kathryn O’Sullivan
Acceptable Loss. Anne Perry
A Spear of Summer Grass. Deanna Raybourn
Silken Prey. John Sandford
The Night Detectives. Jon Talton
The Drowned Man. David Whellams

Trains and Lovers. Alexander McCall Smith
The Son. Philipp Meyer
The Jackal’s Share. Chris Morgan Jones
Dreams of the Dead. Perri O'Shaughnessy
Choke Point. Ridley Pearson
Poison. Sara Poole
And the Shofar Blew. Francine Rivers
Seduction. M.J. Rose
The Pretty One. Lucinda Rosenfeld
Miss Julia Stirs up Trouble. Ann B. Ross
Paris. Edward Rutherfurd
The Edge of the Earth. Christina Schwarz
The Andalucian Friend. Alexander Soderberg
Falling to Earth. Kate Southwood
The House at Belle Fontaine. Lily Tuck
The Silver Star. Jeannette Walls
Lover at Last. J.R. Ward
The Sign of the Weeping Virgin. Alana Walls
A Hundred Summers. Susan Wiggs
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**Science Fiction**

*The Tyrant's Law.* Daniel Abraham  
*Written in Red.* Anne Bishop  
*Tarnished.* Rhiannon Held  
*The Shift Omnibus.* Hugh Howey  
*Without a Summer.* Mary Robinette Kowal  
*The Shambling Guide to New York City.* Mur Lafferty  
*The River of No Return.* Bee Ridgway  
*Ecko Rising.* Danie Ware  
*Murder on Olympus.* Robert B. Warren

**Western**

*Legend with a Six-Gun.* Tabor Evans  
*Longarm and Lone Star.* William W. Johnstone  
*Blood Bond.* Tabor Evans  
*Strike of the Mountain Man.* William W. Johnstone

**Large Type**

940 ZUCKOFF *Frozen in Time.* M. Zuckoff  
BIO COOLIDGE *Coolidge.* Amity Shlaes  
*The Devil's Laughter.* Peter Brandvold  
*Swimming at Night.* Lucy Clarke  
*One Thousand White Women.* Jim Fergus  
*A Lone Star Christmas.* W. W. Johnstone  
*The Storyteller.* Jodi Picoult  
*A Chain of Thunder.* Jeff Shaara

**Nonfiction**

082 *Ifferisms.* Mardy Grothe  
100 *Philosophy.* Nigel Warburton  
130.973 *Paranormal America.* Christopher D. Bader  
153 *The Happiness of Pursuit.* Shimon Edelmann  
153.852 *Split-Second Persuasion.* Kevin Dutton  
170.44 *Wisdom.* Stephen S. Hall  
179.3 *Beg.* Rory Freedman  
230.9 *The Miracle of Father Kapaun.* Roy Wenzl  
236.2 *Waking up in Heaven.* Crystal McVea  
261.7 *Can America Survive?* John Hagee  
261.85 *A Nation in Crisis.* Larry Bates  
294.3 *The Novice.* Thich Nhat Hanh  
296.41 *The Sabbath World.* Judith Shulevitz  
299.681 *The Bushman Way of Tracking God.* B. Keeney  
330.973 *The Trillion-Dollar Conspiracy.* Jim Marrs  
332.024 *Special Needs Trusts.* Stephen Elias  
332.32 *The Lost Bank.* Kirsten Grind  
332.720 *Bull by the Horns.* Sheila Bair  
362.1963 *Obsessed.* Mika Brzezinski  
459.82421 *Colloquial Romanian.* Ramona Gonczol  
508.2 *Winter.* Adam Gopnik  
511.352 *The Golden Ticket.* Lance Fortnow  
610.73069 *Unaccountable.* Marty Makary  
613.25 *The Eat-Clean Diet Stripped.* Tosca Reno  
613.7 *Cardio Core 4 X 4.* Jay Cardiello  
616.8 *A Skeptic's Guide to the Mind.* R. Burton  
616.8526 *The Hunger Fix.* Pamela Peeke  
618.9298 *Raising Elijah.* Sandra Steingraber  
630 *Gaining Ground.* Forrest Pritchard  
635 *Touch a Butterfly.* April Pulley Sayre  
635.04 *Garden Problem Solver.* Rosemary Ward  
635.044 *Pruning & Training.* Geoff Hodge  
635.048 *Mini Farming.* Brett L. Markham  
635.5 *Growing Vegetables & Herbs.* Guy Barter  
636.7009 *Last Dog on the Hill.* Steve Duno  
639.1 *Eating Aliens.* Jackson Landers  
639.3772 *Billion-Dollar Fish.* Kevin M. Bailey  
641.302 101 *Best Diet Foods.* Betsy A. Hornick  
641.303 *Backyard Foraging.* Ellen Zachos  
641.5945 *Fabio's Italian Kitchen.* Fabio Viviani  
641.631 *Quinoa 365.* Patricia Green  
641.6318 300 *Best Rice Cooker Recipes.* Katie Chin  
641.65 *Vegetable Literacy.* Deborah Madison  
641.76 *Tender Grassfed Barbecue.* S. Fishman  
641.8653 *What's New, Cupcake?* Karen Tack  
658.742 *Creative Intelligence.* Bruce Nussbaum  
658.8342 *Contagious.* Jonah Berger  
726.9 *Montana Roadside Crosses.* B. Moseley  
737.4 *Handbook of United States Coins.* R. S. Yeoman  
746.43 *Knitting Know-How.* Dorothy T. Ratigan  
746.6 *Eco Colour.* India Flint  
791.43655 *I Do and I Don't.* Jeanine Basinger  
791.4375 *The Man with the Golden Touch.* S. McKay  
796.35701 *Baseball as a Road to God.* John Sexton  
796.62 *Team 7-Eleven.* Geoff Drake  
796.62 *The Belgian Hammer.* Daniel Lee  
797.122 *The Emerald Mile.* Kevin Fedarko  
811.54 *Absence of the Hero.* Charles Bukowski  
814.54 *My Bright Abyss.* Christian Wiman  
814.6 *Keep It Pithy.* Bill O'Reilly  
932.0072 *Belzoni.* Ivor Noel Hume  
940.5345 *Saving Italy.* Robert M. Edsel  
940.5472 *Escape and Evasion.* Ian Dear  
945.311 *Venice.* Joanne M. Ferraro  
945.311 *Woodcutters of Venice.* DiCon Bewes  
949.4 *Swiss Watching.* Peter HannoMoff  
973.099 *Presidential Retreats.* David C. Whitney  
973.099 *The American Presidents.* Joseph J. Ellis  
973.3 *Revolutionary Summer.* J. C. A. Stagg  
973.52 *The War of 1812.* Zena Beth McGlashan  
978.668 *Buried in Butte.* Margot Mifflin
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CD (Book)

002.075 The Man who Loved Books too Much. A. Bartlett
070.444 Tiny Beautiful Things. Cheryl Strayed
306.2709 Drift. Rachel Maddow
372.21 How Children Succeed. Paul Tough
546 The Disappearing Spoon. Sam Kean
613.2 Salt Sugar Fat. Michael Moss
616.89 Hallucinations. Oliver Sacks
658.5 Lean In. Sheryl Sandberg
788.92 Miles. Miles Davis
813.54 Let's Explore Diabetes with Owls. D. Sedaris
910.76 Don't know Much about Geography. K. Davis
973.3 Revolutionary Summer. Joseph J. Ellis
BIO ANGELOU Mom & Me & Mom. Maya Angelou
BIO CARLIN Last Words. George Carlin
BIO JAMES Paris in Love. Eloisa James
BIO SOTOMAYOR My Beloved World. S. Sotomayor
Maya's Notebook. Isabel Allende
Lunatics. Dave Barry
Inferno. Dan Brown
Cat's Eyewitness. Rita Mae Brown
Pay Dirt. Rita Mae Brown
Rest in Pieces. Rita Mae Brown
The Tail of the Tip-Off. Rita Mae Brown
Whisker of Evil. Rita Mae Brown
Daddy's Gone a Hunting. Mary Higgins Clark
Manuscript Found in Accra. Paulo Coelho
Zero Hour. Clive Cussler
Fatally Flaky. Diane Mott Davidson
The Lion. Nelson DeMille
Wife 22. Melanie Gideon
Down the Darkest Road. Tami Hoag
The Dovekeepers. Alice Hoffman
And the Mountains Echoed. Barbara Kingsolver
Jubal Sackett. Louis L'Amour
Ride the River. Louis L'Amour
To the Far Blue Mountains. Louis L'Amour
The Warrior's Path. Louis L'Amour

CD (Music)

CHRISTMAS Christmas Pan Pipes. D. Arkenstone
CHRISTMAS Winter Wonderland. Point of Grace
CLASSICAL Clarinet Quintet. Garth Bliss
COUNTRY The Sessions. Mark Chesnutt
COUNTRY Greatest Hits. Brad Paisley
COUNTRY Country Songs III. Porter Wagoner
COUNTRY Wheelhouse. Dave Brubeck
COUNTRY Wagonmaster. The Beatles
JAZZ Love Songs. Wagner
OPERA Lohengrin. Wagner
POP/ROCK 1. Fall Out Boy
POP/ROCK Dreamchaser. Olly Murs
POP/ROCK Under the Skin. Liam Payne
POP/ROCK Sounds of the Universe. Depeche Mode
POP/ROCK Way to Blue. Nick Drake
POP/ROCK Leaders of the Free World. Elbow
POP/ROCK Save Rock and Roll. Fall Out Boy
POP/ROCK Flowers. Icehouse
POP/ROCK Man of Colours. Icehouse
POP/ROCK Primitive Man. Olly Murs
POP/ROCK Right Place Right Time. Sea of Bees

DVD

004.09 Ancient Computer.
153.8 No Arms, No Legs, No Worries!
306.846 The Loving Story.
321 A Whisper to a Roar.
338 Fuel.
Teddy Bear.
Trollhunter.
Warm Bodies.
The Well-Digger's Daughter.
Willow.

**Foreign Language**
629.13 KLAEYLE 1998 (FRENCH)
Guynemer, les Avions d'un as.    Bernard Klaeyle
759 SERULLA 1959 (FRENCH)
Les Peintres Impressionnistes.    Maurice Serullaz
CARROLL (FRENCH)
Aventures d'Alice au Pays des Merveilles.    L. Carroll
LUKIANE (RUSSIAN)
Nochnoi Dozor.    Sergei Lukianenko
ALVAREZ (SPANISH)
En el Tiempo de las Mariposas.    Julia Alvarez